As a new or experienced player, it’s your musical imagination that will open up new experiences and dreams.

Our responsibility with Trevor James flutes is to listen, measure, design and create a flute that will allow you to reach your true musical potential.

There is nothing like finding the instrument that feels right for you. A flute with an outstanding range of tonal colours and textures.

It therefore gives us great pleasure to welcome you to ‘Our World’.

‘Making life sound beautiful™’
Established in London in 1979, Trevor James flutes have become the leading English flute brand on the international stage.

Trevor James concert, alto and bass flutes blend traditional flute manufacturing techniques with a modern approach to design consultation with leading artists, teachers and musicians of all abilities and ages from around the world.

A handmade flute remains the ultimate investment for any player. Drawing on decades of experience in design and manufacture, the Trevor James Recital flutes along with the Trevor James bass combines traditional techniques for soldering tone holes and pointed key arms, with a highly responsive mechanism and Japanese tubing.

The Trevor James Performers Series concert and alto flute models fit perfectly between our commercial and handmade models. A hand finished CT cut headjoint enhances tonal colour options and performance potential whilst the finest body tubing, combined with hand worked pointed key arms and a heavy-weighted crown (concert flute models), give a player the extra individuality expected from a high quality Conservatory flute.

The multi-award winning Trevor James 10x is the perfect introductory instrument for any new musician. Each hand finished CS headjoint is designed to enable new players to quickly achieve strong and flexible sound production which encourages long-term enthusiasm for flute study.

Whether it’s a piccolo, concert, alto or bass, you can be assured Trevor James flutes will provide the perfect match for your musical development and performance.
**Model TJ10xCE**
Curved silver-plated headjoint
Silver-plated body tube
Silver-plated ‘Y’ arm mechanism
Drawn tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
Curved and straight head (CD) outfit option
Model: TJ10xE
Silver-plated CS cut lip plate
Silver-plated body tube
Silver-plated 'Y' arm mechanism
Drawn tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
925 silver lip and riser headjoint option
CT cut headjoint option
Trevor James
Privilege (PF) flute

Model: TJ Privilege (PF)
Silver-plated CT cut headjoint
Heavy-weighted engraved crown
Silver-plated body tube
Silver-plated pointed key arm mechanism
Open or closed hole key mechanism
Drawn tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
925 silver lip and riser headjoint option
CS cut headjoint option
B footjoint option
Model: TJ Cantabile (CF)
925 silver CT cut headjoint
Heavy-weighted engraved crown
Silver-plated body tube
Silver-plated pointed key arm mechanism
Open or closed hole key mechanism
Drawn tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
925 silver CS cut headjoint option
Grenadilla wood lip and riser option
9k riser option / 9k lip and riser option
B footjoint option
Trevor James
Virtuoso (VF) flute

Model: TJ Virtuoso (VF)
- 925 silver CT cut headjoint
- heavy-weighted engraved crown
- 925 siliver body tube
- Silver-plated pointed key arm mechanism
- Open or closed hole key mechanism
- Drawn Tone holes
- A=442 pitch
- Wooden case
- Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
- Grenadilla wood lip and riser option
- 9k riser / 9k lip and riser option
- C# trill option
- D# roller option
- B footjoint option
Model: TJ Recital 2 (R2)
925 silver handmade FMG London headjoint
925 silver body tube
Silver-plated pointed key arm mechanism
Open or closed hole key mechanism
Soldered tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
Open or closed hole key mechanism option
FMG Grenadilla Wood lip and riser option
9k riser / 9k lip and riser option
C# trill and D# roller option
Heavy wall tubing option
B footjoint option
Model: TJ Recital 3 (R3)
925 silver handmade FMG London headjoint
925 silver mechanism
925 silver pointed key arm mechanism
Open or closed hole key mechanism
Soldered tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
FMG Grenadilla Wood lip and riser option
9k riser / 9k lip and riser option
C# trill option
D# roller option
Heavy wall tubing option
B footjoint option
Trevor James
Performer alto (Curved head) flute

Model: TJ Performer alto curved
- Silver-plated curved AT cut headjoint
- Silver-plated body tube
- Silver-plated ‘Y’ arm mechanism
- Closed hole key mechanism
- Drawn tone holes
- A=442 pitch
- Wooden case
- Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
- 925 silver lip and riser headjoint option
- Curved and straight (CD) outfit option
Trevor James
Performer alto flute

Model: TJ Performer alto
Silver-plated AT cut headjoint
Silver-plated body tube
Silver-plated 'Y' arm mechanism
Closed hole key mechanism
Drawn tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
925 silver lip and riser headjoint option
AS lip plate headjoint option
Model: TJ Recital 1 alto
925 silver handmade FMG London headjoint
Silver-plated body tube
Silver-plated pointed key arm mechanism
Closed hole key mechanism
Drawn tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
9k riser / 9k lip and riser headjoint option
D# roller option
B footjoint option
Model: TJ Recital 2 alto
925 silver handmade FMG London headjoint
925 silver body tube
Silver-plated pointed key arm mechanism
Closed hole key mechanism
Drawn tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
9k riser / 9k lip and riser headjoint option
D# roller option
B footjoint option
Model: TJ Bass flute

925 silver lip /riser headjoint
Silver-plated body tube
Silver-plated pointed key arm mechanism
Hand-turned wooden left hand support crutch
Soldered tone holes
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Lined case cover with shoulder strap
Model: TJ wooden piccolo
African Blackwood headjoint
African Blackwood body tube
Silver-plated mechanism
A=442 pitch
Wooden case
Fleecy lined case cover with shoulder strap
**Trevor James headjoint options**

1. CT Traditional flat lip plate style* silver-plated (10xE & PF), 925 silver lip/riser (PF) and all 925 silver (CF & VF) models
2. CS Shaped lip plate style** silver-plated (10xE & PF), 925 silver lip/riser (PF) and all 925 silver (CF & VF) models
3. Flutemakers Guild of London (FMG) 925 silver (Recital concert/alto flutes). Also with wooden lip/riser option (concert flute) with 925 silver tube only (CF & VF)
4. TJ Wooden lip and riser

*AT headjoint cut = Alto flute Traditional flat lip plate style
**AS headjoint cut = Alto flute Shaped lip plate style

9k riser and 9k lip/riser available on the CT, CS and Flutemakers Guild of London 925 silver tube headjoints only.
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